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Chapter 1 : Staff View: Music and theology :
A further two chapters, Stephen A. Crisps' "Early Lutheran Hymnals and Other Musical Sources in the Kessler
Reformation Collection in Emory University," and Sherry L. Vellucci's "Robin A. Leaver: A Bibliography of his Writings"
are straight-forward bibliographic references.

Stacie Johnson, Walter M. Teacher of creative writing and black history on a part-time basis in New York,
NY, ; worked variously as a post-office clerk, inter-office messenger, and an interviewer at a factory.
Brainstorm, photographs by Chuck Freedman, F. Watts New York, NY , Sniffy Blue, Ace Crime Detective:
The Journal of Joshua Loper: The Journal of Scott Pendleton Collins: A Time to Love: Love on th St. Creator
and editor of "18 Pine Street" series of young-adult novels, Bantam, beginning Twenty-five Stories by Black
Americans. Now Is Your Time! A Place Called Heartbreak: One More River to Cross: The Life of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Myers Where Does the Day Go? Darnell Rock Reporting was released on video in A Poem
was released as a combination book and audio version in Scorpions was adapted as a sound recording in An
author of African-American descent, Myers is credited with helping to redefine the image of blacks in juvenile
literature through award-winning books such as The Glory Field, Monster, and Somewhere in the Darkness.
During the s and s African-American writers such as Alice Childress , Lucille Clifton , Eloise Greenfield ,
Virginia Hamilton, and Sharon Bell Mathis sought to provide realistic storylines and well-rounded portrayals
of black characters in books for younger readers. As a member of this group, Myers distinguished himself by
bringing both humor and poignancy to his work, as well by creating books with special appeal to boys; in
addition, he is considered the only prominent male writer of the group to have consistently published books of
quality. A versatile and prolific author, Myers has written realistic and historical fiction, mysteries, adventure
stories, fantasies, nonfiction, poetry, and picture books. Praised for his contributions to several genres, he is
perhaps best known for his books geared for readers in middle school and high school, stories that range from
farcical, lighthearted tales for preteens to powerful, moving novels for older adolescents. Myers stresses the
more positive aspects of black urban life in his works; often setting his stories in his boyhood home of Harlem,
he is acknowledged for depicting the strength and dignity of his characters without downplaying the harsh
realities of their lives. Although he features both young men and women as protagonists, Myers is noted for
his focus on young black males. His themes often include the relationship between fathers and sons as well as
the search for identity and self-worth in an environment of poverty, drugs, gangs, and racism. Although his
characters confront difficult issues, Myers stresses survival, pride, and hope in his works, which are filled with
love and laughter and a strong sense of possibility for the future of their protagonists. Lauded for his
understanding of the young, Myers is acclaimed as the creator of believable, sympathetic adolescent
characters; he is also praised for creating realistic dialogue, some of which draws on rap music and other
aspects of black culture. Calling Myers "a unique voice," Rudine Sims Bishop wrote in Presenting Walter
Dean Myers that the author is significant "because he creates books that appeal to young adults from many
cultural groups. They appeal because Myers knows and cares about the things that concern his readers and
because he creates characters â€¦ readers are happy to spend time with. Lane noted in the African American
Review that the author "celebrates children by weaving narratives of the black juvenile experience in ways
that reverse the effects of mediated messages of the black experience in public cultureâ€¦. The Dean family
moved to Harlem when Myers was about three years old. I lived in an exciting corner of the renowned Black
capital and in an exciting era. The people I met there, the things I did, have left a permanent impression on me.
The books began to shape new bouts of imagination. At school, he enjoyed classwork but found that a speech
impediment caused him some difficulty. His fellow classmates would laugh at him and, as a result, he would
fight back; consequently, he was often suspended from school. Conway also required her students to read
aloud in class. In order to avoid some of the words that he had trouble speaking, she suggested that Walter
write something for himself to read. After junior high, Myers attended Stuyvesant High School, a school for
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boys that stressed academic achievement. Liebow also told Myers that he was a gifted writer, inspiring him to
consider writing as a career. Despite this encouragement, as a teen Myers realized that writing "had no
practical value for a Black child," as he recalled. Instead, they convinced me that even though I was bright,
even though I might have some talent, I was still defined by factors other than my ability. Consequently, he
wrote in SAAS, he began "writing poems about death, despair, and doom" and began "having doubts about
everything in my life. He acquired a sti- letto and acted as a drug courier; he also became a target for one of
the local gangs after intervening in a fight between three gang members and a new boy in the neighborhood.
Finally, influenced by the war poems of British writer Rupert Brooke , Myers joined the army at age seventeen
in order to, as he wrote in SAAS, "hie myself off to some far-off battlefield and get killed. There, where I fell,
would be a little piece of Harlem. A Memoir, Myers recounts his childhood, then takes the reader through his
adolescenceâ€”during which he often skipped school and sometimes made deliveries for drug dealersâ€”and
to his beginnings as a writer. Rochman said of this work that "the most beautiful writing is about Mama: I
learned a lot about facilitating the process, of making it abstract. After three years in the U. Army, Myers
returned home to his parents, who had by now moved to Morristown, New Jersey. Then he returned to
Harlem, where he took an apartment and began to work at becoming a professional writer. While working
briefly for the U. Post Office , he married Joyce, a woman he later called "wonderful, warm, beautiful,
religious, caring. While working odd jobs in a factory and an office, he played bongos with a group of jazz
musicians, some of whom were into heroin and cocaine, and wrote jazz-based poetry, some of which was
published in Canada. During this time, his first marriage collapsed. In , Myers enrolled in a writing class with
author Lajos Egri, who told him that he had a special talent. Where Does the Day Go? When Steven wonders
where the day goes, his friends each provide imaginative opinions of their own. Monson, and May Hill
Arbuthnot claimed in Children and Books that the story has "other strong values in addition to its exploration
of the mystery of night and day. The story features Harry, a lonely dragon who cannot fight, and Mabel May,
the African-American fairy who helps him. In order to acquire a wife, Harry must defeat a knight in battle.
When Mabel May turns into a dragon to show Harry how to fight, Harry falls in love with her, defeats the
knight, and wins her hand, not to mention a good job at the post office. Other picture books by Myers include
several in which he teams up with son Christopher Myers. In Jazz, Myers "creates a scintillating paean to
jazz," claimed a Publishers Weekly critic. Compared to other authors who struggle to capture the spirit of the
music form in text, Booklist reviewer Bill Ott found Jazz "an absolutely airtight melding of words and pictures
that is perfectly accessible to a younger audience. Grubbs, who follows him on to New York. Set in a Harlem
neighborhood much like the one in which its author grew up, the story describes a group of young teens who
take a positive approach to living in a difficult environment. The story is narrated by eighteen-year-old Stuff,
who recalls the year that he was thirteen and formed a sort of anti-gang, the Good People, with his best friends
Fast Sam and Cool Clyde plus five other boys and girls from the neighborhood. The Good People have several
hilarious adventures, including one where Sam and Clydeâ€”who is dressed as a girlâ€”win a dance contest.
However, they also deal with such problems as mistaken arrest and the deaths of one of their fathers and a
friend who has turned to drugs. The children survive, both through their inner strength and the fellowship of
their friends, who are dependable and respectful of one another. Writing in English Journal, Alleen Pace
Nilsen called Fast Sam, Cool Clyde, and Stuff "a rich, warm story about black kids in which Myers makes the
reader feel so close to the characters that ethnic group identification is secondary. The novel features
twelve-year-old Tippy, a motherless Harlem boy who has been living with his loving, principled grandmother
since he was a baby. When she goes into a nursing home, Tippy moves in with his father Lonnie, an ex-con
who makes his living by stealing and who beats his son viciously. Lonely and afraid, Tippy begins drinking
whiskey. When Lonnie and his pals rob a store, he coerces Tippy into participating. Bubba, a member of the
group, is shot during the heist; in order to save Bubba and save himself, Tippy calls the police and turns in his
father. At the end of the novel, Tippy goes to live with Mr. Roland, a kind man who has befriended him.
Shooter focuses on the events leading up to and following a school shooting. The novel is told through a
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unique narrative approach: For its dark subject matter and its unique narration, Shooter has often been
compared with Monster. Predicting the book will appeal to readers who enjoyed Monster and Slam, a Kirkus
Reviews contributor wrote that Game offers readers "a sensitive portrait of a likable young man, his family,
city and dreams. In Scorpions twelve-year-old Jamal lives in Harlem with his mother and younger sister. He is
approached to take the place of his older brother Randy, who is in jail for killing a man, as the leader of his
gang, the Scorpions. Jamal and his best friend Tito, a sensitive Puerto Rican boy, join the Scorpions, who are
dealing cocaine. During a confrontation, Jamal is defended by Tito, who uses the gun Mack had given Jamal
to kill to protect his friend. Marcus Crouch wrote in Junior Bookshelf that Myers "writes with great power,
capturing the cadences of black New York, and keeps a firm hold on his narrative and his emotions. He is a
fine story-teller as well as a social critic and, I suspect, a moralist. Army as a way to make life easier for his
mother and younger brother at home in Harlem. During the course of a year, Richie experiences fear and terror
as he fights in the war; he burns the bodies of American soldiers because they cannot be carried andâ€”with a
rifle at his headâ€”shoots a North Vietnamese soldier in the face; finally, after being wounded twice, he is sent
home. Underscoring the novel, which includes rough language and gallows humor, is a strong antiwar
message; Myers also addresses such issues as racial discrimination within the service and the conditions faced
by the Vietnamese people. Calling Myers "a writer of skill, maturity, and judgment," Ethel L. Cherry, an
African-American Air Force pilot who was held as a prisoner of the North Vietnamese for nearly eight years.
Enlisting after the terrorist attacks of September 11, , Robin, the nephew of Richie from Fallen Angels,
narrates his experiences in the army through a series of letters he sends home during his time in Iraq.
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Chapter 2 : Reviews â€“ In Wonderland
"Robin A. Leaver: a bibliography of his writings": p. Contents "The soul is symphonic": meditation on Luke and Hildegard
of Bingen's letter / William T. Flynn.

He married Connie Hennecke in and is the father of four children, 17 grandchildren and eight
great-grandchildren. In he left his job in the printing industry to begin full-time preaching, working with
churches in Pennsylvania, Iowa, and Illinois. He currently serves as one of the elders of the church in
Sycamore, Illinois where he preached for 30 years. Since he has served as editor of Think On These Things, a
gospel paper published by the Diestelkamp family. From the second grade on he grew up in Wisconsin and
Minnesota, where his father labored in gospel work. The have four children, Becky Mrs. Tom Sater and Duane
Arianne Whinery , both of Kenosha, and have 12 grandchildren and 10 great-grandchildren. Since he has
worked with the church in Kenosha and has served as an elder more than half of that time. He received a B.
For a number of years, Earnhart chose to work in beginning new churches in areas where churches of Christ
were fewer and smaller. Sterling, Kentucky,; and Joplin, Missouri. For three years he and his family were in
Nigeria, West Africa. In more recent years he has worked with the Douglass Hills church in Louisville,
Kentucky, as a preacher and serves now as one of its shepherds. He and his wife Caneta have been married for
68 years and have five children. His grandfather, father, brother, son and two brothers-in-law have been gospel
preachers. By the grace of God he has preached for more than 70 years, working with the Embry Hills church
in Atlanta for a total of 33 years and with nine other congregations in six states. He and his family spent four
years in Nigeria and two in England. He has had the opportunity to preach in gospel meetings in several states
and foreign countries and has written for various magazines published by brethren through the years. When he
was six, the family moved to Coolidge, TX where he spent most of his childhood. He attended FC where he
met Claudia Shearer. They married July 14, Boyd and Claudia have five children. While working as a chemist
at the Louisville Testing Company in Louisville, Kentucky, Boyd attended night classes at the University of
Louisville and received his BA in biology in His first fulltime work was with the Eastside church in Bowling
Green, Kentucky Stauffer was born December 29, in Griggsville, Illinois, a small farming community in west
central Illinois between the Illinois and Mississippi river bottoms. He has four children by his deceased wife,
the former Shirley Bennett: He has nine grandchildren, two great grand-daughters, and one great grandson. He
is now married to the former Charlotte Leaver and has two step-children: Becky Coffey and Jeff Leaver. He
also took a correspondence course in writing from the Famous Writers School. He currently serves as both an
elder and evangelist at the Kirkwood Church of Christ, where he has labored for 39 years and where he
conducted a preacher training program for 30 years. He served as editor of the religious journal, Biblical
Insights, from
Chapter 3 : Music and theology : essays in honor of Robin A. Leaver (Book, ) [blog.quintoapp.com]
Music and Theology is a Festschrift honoring Dr. Robin A. Leaver, reflecting his interests in the history of sacred music
with particular emphasis on studies related to Johann Sebastian Bach.

Chapter 4 : Book Review: Bach Bibliography
the Kessler Reformation Collection in Emory University' and Sherry L. Vellucci's 'Robin A. Leaver: A Bibliography of his
Writings ', are straight-t%rward biblio- graphic references.
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The first of Robin Leaver's many published writings on music is a short letter to the editor in the Musical Times of June
Leaver was then, as he puts it in the letter, 'a theological student, soon to be launched into the ministry of the Church of
England' (Musical Times, (), ).

Chapter 6 : LIBRIS - Music and theology :
Music and theology: essays in honor of Robin A. Leaver / edited by Daniel Zager.

Chapter 7 : Music and Theology: Essays in Honor of Robin A. Leaver eBook: Daniel Zager: blog.quintoapp
Bibliography of the writings of Robin A. Leaver. By Sherry L. Vellucci. Topics: Cataloging and Metadata. Publisher:
University of New Hampshire Scholars\u

Chapter 8 : Table of contents for Music and theology
obin A. Leaver needs little or no introduction to Bach scholars, having made a considerable number of valuable and
stimulating contributions to the study of Bach's life and works from a theological perspective.

Chapter 9 : Music and theology : essays in honor of Robin A. Leaver | Search Results | IUCAT
The first of Robin Leaver's many published writings on music is a short letter to the editor in the Musical Times of June
Leaver was then, as he puts it in the letter, 'a theological student.
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